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Janet Snow <janet.snow@wasd.org.uk>
To: "enny@fh.unair.ac.id" <enny@fh.unair.ac.id>
Cc: Allam Ahmed <allam.ahmed@qmul.ac.uk>

Thu, Nov 24, 2022 at 11:46 PM

Dear Enny Narwati,

I trust you are well.

I have been proofreading your paper for WJEMSD and have some queries for you. I give these below in the order in which they appear in your paper.

- Throughout the paper you have used ton as a measurement. Do you mean here an imperial ton (so 1,000 pounds) or a metric tonne (so 1,000 kilos)?
- Please provide a title and source for Table 1
- Text and references. You have two FAO references for 2020; these need to be assigned a and b so readers can differentiate between them. You also need to assign a or b to the citations in the text
- In the last line of the paragraph starting 'If the fishing quota is applied, ...' you use tonne rather than ton; is this correct?
- In the paragraph starting 'In Indonesia, the implementation of the TACs ...', you use OCEANA; is this the non-profit environmental organisation? If yes, please provide a brief footnote to explain.
- You have a reference KKP News (2016). The link you have provided comes up as a suspicious site; please check and provide a different link if possible
- In the references you have two references for Marzuki, 2005, however, GoogleScholar gives the revision text date as 2017. Please check and advise which is correct. If both should be 2005, they will need to be assigned a and b to allow readers to differentiate between them, and any citations also need a or b added
- Please provide a brief biography of approximately 100 words plus an HD photo for Masitha Tismananda Kumala

If you could please provide the above information as quickly as possible I can complete your paper and pass to the typesetters.

Many thanks

Janet

Enny Narwati <enny@fh.unair.ac.id>
To: masitha.tismananda <masitha.tismananda.kumala-2020@fh.unair.ac.id>

Tue, Nov 29, 2022 at 7:07 PM

[Quoted text hidden]

masitha.tismananda <masitha.tismananda.kumala-2020@fh.unair.ac.id>
To: Enny Narwati <enny@fh.unair.ac.id>

Tue, Nov 29, 2022 at 8:05 PM

Dear Janet Snow

I thank you for proofreading of my article. Let us respond for some queries:

1. Ton means 1000 kilos
2. Title: Utilization rate of fish resources in Indonesia. Sources: Minister of Marine and Fisheries Affairs Decree Number 47 / Kepmen-KP / 2016 and Minister of Marine and Fisheries Affairs Decree Number 50/Kepmen-KP/2017
3. we've already give assigned a and b for the FAO (2020) in the revised paper attached below
4. we've already revised term tonnes to be tons. It means that the plural of ton.
5. Yes, OCEANA is a Non Government Organization (NGO) which concentrates on protecting the world's oceans including fish resources. We've added footnote for this information
6. Actually the link of KKP News is from the official website of Indonesia Minister of Marine and Fisheries Affairs. We don't have any information why the website become a suspicious site

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7d9ff1f27&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f:1750396717627218162&simpl=msg-f:175039671762721... 1/4
7. I apologize that only have 1 reference for Marzuki, 2005. I've already revised in the file attached below
8. We attach the HD Photo of Masitha Tismananda Kumala and her brief biography

---

Enny Narwati <enny@fh.unair.ac.id>  
Thu, Dec 1, 2022 at 6:18 AM
To: "Indah Camelia" <indah.camelia@fh.unair.ac.id>

Dear Indah Camelia,

Thank you for proofreading my article. Let us respond to some queries:

1. Ton means 1000 kilos.
2. Title: Utilization rate of fish resources in Indonesia. Sources: Minister of Marine and Fisheries Affairs Decree Number 47/Kepmen-KP/2016 and Minister of Marine and Fisheries Affairs Decree Number 50/Kepmen-KP/2017
3. We've already given assigned a and b for the FAO (2020) in the revised paper attached below.
4. We've already revised the term tonnes to tons. It means that the plural of ton.
5. Yes, OCEANA is a Non-Government Organization (NGO) which concentrates on protecting the world's oceans including fish resources. We've added footnote for this information.
6. Actually the link of KKP News is from the official website of the Indonesia Minister of Marine and Fisheries Affairs. We don't have any information why the website become a suspicious site.
7. I apologize that only have 1 reference for Marzuki, 2005. I've already revised the file attached below.
8. We attach the HD Photo of Masitha Tismananda Kumala and her brief biography.

---

Enny Narwati <enny@fh.unair.ac.id>  
Thu, Dec 1, 2022 at 8:55 AM
To: Janet Snow <janet.snow@wasd.org.uk>, masitha.tismananda <masitha.tismananda.kumala-2020@fh.unair.ac.id>
Dear Janet Snow,

Thank you for proofreading my article. Let us respond to some queries:
1. Ton means 1000 kilos
2. Title: Utilization rate of fish resources in Indonesia. Sources: Minister of Marine and Fisheries Affairs Decree Number 47 / Kepmen-KP / 2016 and Minister of Marine and Fisheries Affairs Decree Number 50/Kepmen-KP/2017
3. We've already given assigned a and b for the FAO (2020) in the revised paper attached below
4. We've already revised term tonnes to be tons. It means that the plural of ton.
5. Yes, OCEANA is a Non Government Organization (NGO) which concentrates on protecting the world's oceans including fish resources. We've added footnote for this information
6. Actually the link of KKP News is from the official website of Indonesia Minister of Marine and Fisheries Affairs. We don't have any information why the website become a suspicious site
7. I apologize that only have 1 reference for Marzuki, 2005. I've already revised in the file attached below
8. We attach the HD Photo of Masitha Tismananda Kumala and her brief biography

On Thu, Nov 24, 2022 at 11:46 PM Janet Snow <janet.snow@wasd.org.uk> wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]
Dear Enny Narwati

Many thanks for sending the answers to my queries. I have now finished your paper and will forward for typesetting this afternoon; there may be more queries at that point.

Yours

Janet

[Quoted text hidden]